Effects of brief inhibition of the ventral tegmental area dopamine neurons on the cocaine seeking during abstinence.
Preclinical studies strongly suggest that cocaine seeking depends on the neuronal activity of the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and phasic dopaminergic (DA) signaling. Notably, VTA pharmacological inactivation or dopamine receptor blockade in the forebrain may induce behavioral inhibition in general and acute aversive states in particular, thus reducing cocaine seeking indirectly. Such artifacts hinder successful translation of these findings in clinical studies and practice. Here, we aimed to evaluate if dynamic VTA manipulations effectively reduce cocaine seeking. We used male tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) IRES-Cre+ rats along with optogenetic tools to inhibit directly and briefly VTA DA neurons during conditioned stimulus (CS)-induced cocaine seeking under extinction conditions. The behavioral effects of optogenetic inhibition were also assessed in the real-time dynamic place aversion, conditioned place aversion, and CS-induced food-seeking tests. We found that brief and nondysphoric/nonsedative pulses of VTA photo-inhibition (1 s every 9 s, ie, for 10% of time) attenuated CS-induced cocaine seeking under extinction conditions in rats expressing archaerhodopsin selectively on the TH+ neurons. Furthermore, direct inhibition of the VTA DA activity reduced CS-induced cocaine seeking 24 hours after photo-modulation. Importantly, such effect appears to be selective for cocaine seeking as similar inhibition of the VTA DA activity had no effect on CS-induced food seeking. Thus, briefly inhibiting VTA DA activity during CS-induced cocaine seeking drastically and selectively reduces seeking without behavioral artifacts such as sedation or dysphoria. Our results point to the therapeutic possibilities of coupling nonpharmacologic treatments with extinction training in reducing cocaine addiction.